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Profiel LED TESPO

Price 38.35 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 5 days

Number 1459

Manufacturer KLUS

Product description
Important Information

The purchase a piece in the store means the purchase 1 linear meter of the profile or cover

If you want to buy a profile that has a length of 2 meters you have to buy 2 pieces, 3 meters you have to buy 3 pieces, and
the multitude of quantity when ordering.

The total length of the aluminum profile or the panel to the profile - is the total quantity of the piece number that was bought
in the store.

The choice of the appropriate shipping method will take place at the end of the order process.
The details of the shipping method and packaging of the aluminum profiles you will find here (click in the link)

Price for 1 meter length profile - no cover and end caps.

The product you have selected contains only - aluminum profile - does not include the accessories located in the Accessories
tab.
Additional accessories like covers, end caps, electricity conductive end cap, mounting bracket, fasteners, mounting
springs, proximity switch, micro switch, mounting system and others are available under "Accessories".

If you are interested in longer lengths than one meter, write to us we will quote the delivery cost to you. Transport companies
expect additional charges for long shipments.
For each country is different maximum length of the profile that we can send. It does not depend on us only by courier.
We also do service cutting aluminum profiles to the indicated size - write or call get comprehensive information.
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Architectural profile of a fastening strip for installation and protection of the LED strips. Made of anodized aluminum,
generating strong light, thanks to the fact that in its interior can accommodate up to 4 LED strips. It belongs to a group of
profiles LED with high luminous efficiency. Cover and profile height and placement of LEDs on the bar at the time of operation
of the light sources form a continuous line of light. Profile TESPO KPL. It makes it easy to build luminaires mounted directly to
the surface or suspended.

In addition to traditional methods of mounting profiles for plasterboard, ie. The screw, glue, springs, it can also be used as
part of the luminaire to the lamp pendant. It is equipped with hooks springs BLOCK - are included. Thanks to them TESPO
connects with TESPO / KPL and SEPOD. An ideal destination for the profile of a modern interior which require a good and
energy-efficient lighting, eg. Conference room or dining room, where the long-staying and talking.

Highlights of profile
- The profile is anodized, or additionally secured,
- Made of aluminum, making it durable and low weight,
- eco-friendly,
- Large heat sinks to effectively remove the heat,
- When used together with another profile fixture is protected against self "wykleszczeniem" but at the same time retained is
the ability to disassemble

Accessories dedicated profile
- Milk cover SZER with very good dispersing properties and light transmittance of 98%.
- TESPO KPL. - Attachment bar for the profile SEPOD with the ability to perform inside the power supply cables and
connections.
- End caps for profile TESPO KPL. They are provided exclusively in the metallic version, not translucent light and imitating the
color and the surface of aluminum.

The importance of the use of aluminum with LED lighting
Metal has a low weight, is durable, malleable and easy to process, further luminous it conducts heat and electricity. That
requires heat sinks to lower the temperature, which generate LEDs. Together with the luminaire optimizes the dispersion of
heat dissipation and optimizes its level. The heat fact will have a significant impact on the life of the light source and the
emitted light beam.

Why LED profiles are subjected to anodizing process?
Firstly, the fact that it can be applied on the outside. Secondly, in order to produce a cured coating that protect both the same
profile as the strip and positioned within the LED from mechanical damage. Thirdly - will profile this is also important as a
protection against corrosion. Fourth - decorative function. With anodized coating formed a silvery metallic shade resembling
satin. This determines the beautiful visual qualities profile. Anodizing is a chemical process involving the formation of an
electrolytic oxide layer on the aluminum surface.

Comments
During installation you are required prior supply power cables to the profile.
Power supply units are placed in bulk or thickness of the plasterboard.
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> "SZER" profiles are designed to build LED fixtures of significant light output. The profile comes with BLOK springs, which
allow you to connect TESPO KPL and SEPOD profiles. The width of such profiles allows a maximum of 4 LED strips of 10,8mm
each. The profile comes with a dedicated frosted SZER cover which has very good light diffusing properties and light
transmittance of 98%. Due to the cover and properly designed height of the profile you can obtain a line of light. A
characteristic feature of SZER profiles are their big, aesthetically designed radiators which have effective heat dissipation
properties. TESPO KPL. – mounting track for SEPOD profiles that can conceal power cables and connections. TESPO KPL.
facilitates the building of suspended or surface mounted lighting fixtures. The moutning track is fixed to surface using
suitable screws. To connect a SEPOD profile with the TESPO KPL. mounting track use a suitable system of fasteners and BLOK
springs (included) that offer an easy snap connection. Due to the proper connection of both profiles the fixture is protected
against ‘self-decoupling’, but at the same time preserves the ability to be disassembled, e.g. for maintenance. Use BLOK
springs in the mounting profiles in pairs every 70 to 100cm. End caps for the TESPO KPL. profile are only available in a
metallized, light-tight finish which resembles the color and surface of aluminum.
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